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1. Topic 1, Exam Pool A 
 
What are three portals provided by PSN? (Choose three.) 
A. Monitoring 
B. Troubleshooting 
C. Sponsor 
D. Guest 
E. My devices 
F. Admin 
Answer: C, D, E 
 
2.A customer is concerned with the use of the issued laptops even when devices are not on the corporate 
network. 
Which agent continues to be operational even when the host is not on the Cisco ISE network? 
A. Cisco ISE Agent 
B. Cisco NAC Agent 
C. Cisco Custom Agent 
D. Cisco NAC Web Agent 
Answer: B 
 
3.A company has implemented a dual SSID BYOD design. A provisioning SSID is used for user 
registration, and an employee SSID is used for company network access. 
How is the layer 2 security of the provisioning SSID configured? 
A. 802.1X 
B. Open 
C. WPA2 
D. MAC filtering disabled 
Answer: B 
 
4.A company has implemented a dual SSID BYOD design. A provisioning SSID is used for user 
registration, and an employee SSID is used for company network access. 
Which controller option must be enabled to allow a user to switch immediately from the provisioning SSID 
to the employee SSID after registration has been completed? 
A. AAA override 
B. User Idle Timeout 
C. Fast SSID Change 
D. AP Fallback 
Answer: C 
 
5.An engineer must enable SGACL policy globally for a Cisco TrustSec –enabled routed interface. 
Which command must be used? 
A. cts role-based monitor enable 
B. cts role-based enfrocement 
C. cts role-based sgt-caching with-enforcement 
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D. cts role-based monitor permissions from {sgt_num} to {dgt_num}][ipv4| ipv6] 
Answer: B 
 


